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About Us
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Ink is Black. Paper is White. Issues are mostly Grey because they exhibit 
thoughts of our grey matter. Hence, our name. Worry not, our thoughts 
and words are colourful.  

BLACK | Grey | WHITE is an online Magazine which plans to launch an 
Issue every month.  

Our magazine is a montage of poetry, write-ups, illustrations, artworks and 
just about anything. We aim to spread positivity through awareness and 
gain experience along with it. 

Feel free to submit whatever you want to. We encourage all types of 
submissions. 

You can read check out our Blog to join our team or read the submission 
guidelines or just to support us. 

Blog: www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com 

Facebook: BLACK | Grey | WHITE 

Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine 

Thank you for supporting us! 

Thank you for believing in us! 

Love 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE 

http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
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Greetings, Readers! 

Benjamin Franklin once said, “Either write something worth reading or do something 
worth writing.” 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to kill two birds with one stone. We are a magazine filled 
with some amazing people willing to use our talent to leave our mark on the world or at 
least, those who read our magazine. Even if a single person who reads what we write and 
portray is impacted, we will have done something amazing. Thus, we will have contributed 
to a cause greater than ourselves. 

The power that the youth hold is so strong that it can be used to create impact that the 
other generations could not create. In recent years, we have noticed that the youth have 
stepped out of the comfort zones that previous generations were not able to step out of 
because of certain reasons. But given the resources and ideas that we have access to, a lot 
can be done to create a positive impact on this world if we put our minds to it. 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to be a magazine and a platform accessible to everyone. We 
encourage all types of talents and expressions of thoughts.  

As the Editor-In-Chief, it is my job to make sure that every form of Art, be writing or 
photography, has the desired effect over the reader and that our message is conveyed in a 
way that is appreciated by everyone. I aim to make this as impactful as I can by using my 
own thoughts and creativity to make it a success. 

Hoping that whatever we do is appreciated and we thank everyone for their support. 

Thank you for believing in us!

From the Editor’s Desk



Saleha Siddiqui 
Founder and Editor-In-Chief

From the Editor’s Desk
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A very warm welcome to all you readers! 

We are very excited to bring forth the second issue of our magazine and are grateful 
to everyone taking out time to read it. 

Through BLACK | Grey | WHITE, we aim to reach the youth and spread positive 
vibes and awareness by gathering and creating content that many people could relate 
to. We aim to promote reading and understanding each other’s viewpoints through 
written thoughts, to create sparks of curiosity and wonder through art and poetry, 
just to touch your heart and revive the beauty of expression in this manner.  
In our busy lives, I believe, if we take out time to read a little, appreciate art and try 
to understand the power of emotions through poetry, we might strike a chord 
somewhere, find a place of sense and peace of mind, and a stage which could create 
a powerful impact upon our developing minds in the most fun and accessible way 
possible. 

Thomas Merton rightly says that “Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves 
at the same time”.  

We created this platform to promote bright and colourful ideas in the grey matter of 
our brains, and through this we aim to tap into new understandings, explore 
ambiguities and to meet new people who are equally enthusiastic about art. 

Being the Editor-In-Chief, I want to do my best to convert my ideas into a reality and 
through your support, we will keep creating better content in the future and 
discovering a lot of untapped potential.  

Happy reading! 



Starry Nights
Juvairiah Khan

Vincent Van Gogh once quoted, "Looking at the stars always makes me dream. Why I ask 
myself, shouldn't the shining dots of the sky be as accessible as the black dots on the map of 
France? Just as we take the train to get to Tarascon or Rouen, we take death to reach a star." 
  
Painted in June 1889, Starry Night is regarded as Van Gogh's most famous artwork. But in one 
of his many letters to his brother Theo, he writes, "All in all the only things I consider a little 
good in it are the Wheatfield, the Mountain, the Orchard, the Olive trees with the blue hills 
and the Portrait and the Entrance to the quarry, and the rest says nothing to me."; "the rest" 
would include The Starry Night. When he decided to hold back three paintings from this batch 
in order to save money on postage, The Starry Night was one of the paintings he didn't send. 
Later in one of his letters to painter and friend Emile Bernard  he referred to the painting as a 

"failure."

14 



There is this bridge standing tall and alone, grey with its cracked edges, blooming the 
colourful lives of those black & white souls that walk on it every day. The goal is 
simple: to cross the bridge and move on with unexpected stories and fulfilled 
dreams. There is only one rule: you can't turn back.  
The bridge plays the crucial role of an enigmatic but helpful stranger that somehow 
turns dreams into miracles and miracles into reality. Down below it, there's this 
curious entity overflowing with its vast presence - the ocean of struggles.  
Next is the great blue sky above which inflates a spiritual understanding that 
motivates the subjects to not give up and realise their dreams and witness them face 
to face, admire the beautiful result of their hard work.  
Last comes the wind, the wind that binds everything together. They bring love, 
compassion and luck, highlighting the small but important happy moments of life. 
Laughter of kids, fragrance of beautiful flowers, stories from grandmothers, kisses 
from lovers, peace from the ocean, sunlight from the sky, and anecdotes from the 
past.  
They all team up together to bring out a fierce passion from their subjects who enter 
at the tender age of recklessness and leave as they wish to be, and aspire to inspire.  
The subjects are all different with their own back stories, heartbreaks, inside jokes, 
routines, mistakes, worries, triumphs and ambitions and they reflect together an 
ambience full of hope.  
Hope to cross the bridge and win it all.  
Hope to live another day.  
Hope to not wake up tomorrow.  
Hope to fulfil their dreams.  
Hope to fulfil others'.  
Hope to win over someone's heart.  
Hope to not care at all.  
Hope to reach the other end.  
The end that would finally make them 
achieve enough strength to quench the thirst 
of a new beginning: The Great Life Ahead.  

e Bridge To Win It A
Manya Choudhary

15 
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Devanshi Gupta

My Epiphany

It was a dark, dark night. I lay there in the street, my tattered and wet dress clinging to my skin, my 
hair astray, my fingers wrinkled from the moisture. Lightning thundered overhead, and fat drops fell 
over my already soaked body. My head was badly hurt and was pounding endlessly. I had never felt 
so lonely, so alone, and I am a homeless orphan—you’d think I would be used to loneliness. 
I could have found shelter somewhere, but I didn’t even try. I felt near to my death. I did not think I 
was ready to face another day of this world with such harsh life. 
In my pitiable state, I fell asleep, hating the world, hating everything, secretly hoping I would never 
wake up. 
And then I had a dream. 
I was soaring high in the air. My arms were outstretched. Strong wings extended from my back and 
flapped wildly against the wind. The wind was licking at my skin and my hair. 
I was flying! 
The clouds were there beside me and I was climbing up the sky, higher and higher than birds. The 
entire world was below me. I was above everyone else. The houses looked like blocks, the roads 
looked like mere lines and the cars traversing the roads looked like toys. 
It felt so amazing. I had no burden. I had no problems. I had no tribulations. 
The next morning, when I woke up, I felt exhilarated. Miraculously, I was alive and healthier than I 
had thought I would be. I looked up at the sky, and it looked so vast, so blue. The chirruping of the 
birds was music. Every colour seemed more vibrant. It was the first time I was happy to be alive. It 
was the first time I opened my eyes to this beautiful world I had been born in. 
That was the day I first composed a song. I sang about flying far away from all my troubles. Music 
rejuvenated my ailing spirit. I felt as if I were starting a new life. Maybe it was the sincerity of my 
song or the passion that my epiphany had incited in me, but my song won over many hearts of the 
people who were living in the slums with me. That day, I did not beg out in the streets; I sang. And 
as I sang, people crowded around me. Maybe it was just the sheer innocence of my singing that 
attracted them. The tens and twenties they dropped in front of me meant more than anything else 
in the world. 
Now I am a singer. I sing on the streets and at gatherings. Never could I have thought that I would 
find such pleasure and satisfaction from anything. I think about that cold, dark night, when I was 
about to lose all hope, and then I think about my dream. I had dreamt about flying, now I truly am. 



I was sitting by the window in the bus on my way back to home and was lost in the beauty 
of the sky that lay there adoring the fluffy whites and little flying creatures when it struck 
me hard and I asked myself, what if this is all a dream? Or perhaps I am a part of 
somebody's imagination and could be gone any moment? Whatever the truth is, being a 
part of a different world is something that all of us enjoy to our heart's core. 
One fine day you are all ready to play with your favourite band and sing for a huge audience 
and then, you paint galaxies with your own unique colours to fill all the void and grey areas. 
You may not realise, but soon you'll reach the prettiest island with a beautiful soul beside 
you and you realise that that world is all you need, nothing less, nothing more. These all 
magical things may happen when you lie peacefully in your bed or when you are wide awake 
in the same. 
How can a man imagine living a life with no star lit nights and bright days? How can one 
not dream to touch the sky and imagine reaching the dark bottoms of the ocean? Child or  
adult, dreams and imaginations row the boat of people's lives; they are integral. 
A world devoid of imagination would have stayed with the same leafy attires instead of 
flaunting the flowery gowns. Food would have been tasteless and a man's life, lifeless. A 
poet's journal would have been pretty plain and one would never know how beauty is 
actually described. Yes, it is with imaginations and dreams that the world is flying now 
when once it would only use wheels and before that, only natural legs. 
But I do wonder sometimes, what if I am in the middle of a dream? Maybe when I wake up 
everything might get lost. But then who decides that? Imagine how will the world be if you 
had no power to imagine or dream. Unimaginable, right? 
The power of imagination makes us see what could be nonexistent and create what one 
may never think of. Don't agree with me? Think about the inventors, the artists, the 
creators, they are not imitators, they dream, imagine and present the world with something 
extraordinary. You can be that too. How? Answer is simple, never stop dreaming and give 
wings to your imaginations and give the world something wonderful. That is how you live a 
life worth remembering. 

"Let's take a leap down the sky 
And find the answers to the why, 

Little imagination is all that we need 
To make life worth paying heed; 

I thought to explain 
But the verses are plain, 

A little imagination I poured 
And that's how my dream roared" 

Dreams And Imagination
Tanvi Taparia
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Capturing Dreamy Moments
Sagarika Debnath









Look there, right in the corner, 
another firefly. Should we try to 
catch it? Huh? Okay. So you wait 

here and let me get  closer.  

See, it sat on my palm. Let me put 

it in the jar. But wait, it says 
something. I'll get my ear closer. 

The fireflies are messengers of the 

wishes. Like little stars, twinkling 
around. It told me not to wish 

upon them. It told me to set them 
free. And tonight I'll wish upon 
you. So tonight, I'll relish all the 

pain and scatter some wishes and 
tonight, and become one amongst 

the stars. 

Aishwarya Diwakar

I love catching fireflies in little 
jars, for they look like pretty 
wishes, shining like a hope. But 

unlike wishes, fireflies rot in the 
jar. I wonder if wishes are the 

same... Do they ever rot?  

But I know, my wish won't. It is 
not because I'm special but it is 

because you are. Yes, you, my 
beloved. 

I always wish upon these 
beautiful fireflies, I ask them if 
you'll ever be mine? 

They wh i spe r someth ing 
continuously but I'm unable to 

hear it. 

Come let's get closer to them. 
Shhh.. Stay quiet. Let us try to 

soak in their voices.  

Do you hear something? I don't. 

It causes me a lot of pain. I 
crave for the love marks, I crave 
for those warm mornings. But 

nothing changes, the more I 
attempt to get their message 

now, the more I get agitated and 
broken. 

Fireies And Me
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e Lover’s Dream 
Sanaa Zahid

The river keeps flowing  
I am right where I was  
Tides kept changing 

I am right where I was  
Many moons passed 

I am right where I was  
You kept oscillating like a wave  

I am right Where l Was  
Nothing's changed between you and I  

I am right where I was  
And I always will be 

23 



Celebrating 20 Years of Harry Poer: 
e Story at Changed My Life

Manavi Kunwar

All Pictures from  
Harry Potter World  

were courtesy of  
Elisha Chowdhary



“I do believe something very magical can happen when you read a good book.”  
- J.K. Rowling  

When asked about what inspires me, I believe that if I could come so close as 
to call something an inspiration it would be J.K. Rowling and her 
extraordinary book series, “Harry Potter”. When I’m asked my reasons, I say 
that it changed my life by becoming a part of me and if a book can do that to 
me at such an early age, I would call it my inspiration. I was in 4th Grade when I 
first got my library card and could issue books and read. One day while going through the Fiction 
Section, I spotted “Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone”. I had remembered watching the 
movies on and how I was very much fascinated by them. So, that week I issued The Story That 
Changed My Life.  
That year, my father had left my Mother and me and yes; both my Mom and I were very upset. That is 
when J.K. Rowling entered my life and changed it by she gave me another world I could enter 
whenever I touched the books or watched the movies. She taught me what true friendship meant and 
how it can survive anything. She also taught me the importance of sacrifice, never giving up and how 
to look at the better things happening in life instead of the worst. That was when I got over my Father 
and started to focus on being a better person. I couldn’t wait for the next week so I could issue the 
next part. I wanted to know everything about Harry, Ron and Hermione and obviously, Hogwarts. I 
had never felt so excited about something and then the magic happened. For the first time, I 
understood the power of words. I understood how a book can take us to another world. The books 
beautifully changed my perception. I could imagine myself being a student at Hogwarts, living in their 
dormitories and having my own wand. That books had actually given me the belief that words indeed 
have the power to change the world and the lives living in it. They became an integral part of my 
childhood 
By 6th grade, I owned the entire series and had read it twice. Till date, I’ve lost count. My Mom and I 
were equally addicted to it. We played “Harry Potter” Atlas to give each other dictations and used the 
O.W.Ls and N.E.W.Ts grading system. My passwords were either a spell or a potion the story became a 
part of me by moulding itself into my life. I smiled when I read all cheerful parts, laughed at all the 
funny parts and I cried at the parts that touched my heart. I lived the story while reading it. I grew up 
to the sweet sounding words of Alohamora, Wingardium Leviosa, Expecto Patronum and Aguamenti. 
Another thing I really like about Harry Potter was that it threw light on the importance of love but in 
a way that everyone could relate to. Rowling didn’t throw light only on the romances of the 
characters. She focused on how a mother’s love was powerful enough to save Harry. The platonic love 
between the Golden Trio was enough to teach us about true friendship and family. She told us how 
family isn’t defined by blood and just because someone you love has died, doesn’t mean that the love 
and memories you shared with them have died. She gave us characters that looked at a bigger pictures 
and were special in their own way. 
The most important lesson I learned from J.K. Rowling was that magic is real and we live and breathe 
in it everyday. Like she says, “It is important to remember that we all have magic inside us.” She 
points out that we don’t need to have to fairy dust or wands to believe in magic because magic can be 
found in the smallest of places if we know where to look and if we look carefully enough. 
It’s difficult to imagine that once Rowling had troubles in finding a publisher who wanted to publish 
these phenomenal books. She even said that she received “loads” of rejections before being published. 
And now when I think about that it came so close to not being published, I cannot imagine who I 
would be today if they had not and what if I hadn’t found it stashed in the fiction section. 
In my opinion, the Harry Potter series can never be called a “Children’s Book Series”. These books 
are meant for children to read and grow up into better beings. They can be read by anyone of 
any age and they’ll not only love it but find them beautifully put together, well-written and in 
one word: phenomenal. 25 
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Dear Me, 

I hope that you find this letter when you are in the dark phase of your life 
and you need something to grasp to stay afloat. Things are bad right now 
but they will get better, I promise. You can get through everything life 
throws at you. All it takes is for you to use your strongest muscle - your 
heart.  

You've been self-harming! And, you don't know if you will ever wear 
anything other than long-sleeved shirts again. You don't know if that cute 
guy at work you've been flirting with will still like you when he finds out.  

Wear your scars with pride. Buy that sleeveless dress you've had your eye on 
and rock it. If he doesn't understand your struggles and if he can't help 
silence your monsters, he's not the one! 

There are so many beautiful songs you haven’t discovered and intriguing 
conversations you haven't had. 
There are oceans you have not felt 
and plants you've never seen, books you've never 
read and so many souls your heart has not 
touched. 

Life is worth living. You don't lift weights, you 
lift souls. You carry the world on your shoulders.  
You are star dust and constellations and you are 
a life force.  

So, it is okay to drown yourself in tears 
sometimes, because sometimes that is 
what makes you YOU! 

Hanine Hassan

Leer To Myself



WEEK 1 
Dear Diary, 
I am excited! I came over to grandma’s place for this summer break.The weather is perfect and 
pleasant. The chirping of birds, kids playing around and the gushing sound of the river made 
my heart melt. I hope to find myself a small house in a valley someday. I guess, the Alps would 
be nice. My cousin is still the same mean dork he always used to be. But mom says that I must 
love him for who he is. I don’t like him because of his innocent face and his brain of the devil. 
Grandma has a dog named Freddy. He is old but he keeps me company. Grandma also makes 
me her special scrambled eggs with a nice cold milkshake every morning. I pray that she misses 
out on the stain, I might have left on the 
carpet when I spilled some chocolate shake. I don’t have much to do here, the kids of the 
neighbourhood won’t play with me and grandma is too old for long conversations. She always 
ends 
up dozing off! I hope I find something interesting to do in the following days. 

WEEK 2 
Dear Diary, 
This week has been quite interesting. Grandma took me out for ice cream and my cousin 
invited me to play a game of “Pin the tail on the donkey”. I guess I won. Who knows! He won’t 
tell me. 
Grandma is still dozing off in our conversations but I sit for hours in her room just to listen to 
the songs playing on her radio. Elvis Presley was an angel in disguise. I wish, I had the chance to 
meet him. 
I only have one more week left and I don’t want to get back to school. I like Freddy and 
grandma. I wish I could take them to school with me. 

WEEK 3 
Dear Diary, 
I hate myself! My cousin’s friends pranked me into walking straight into the pond. It’s not new 
but they don’t see the world the way I do. Grandma scolded my cousin but I don’t blame him. 
All the kids of our age mock and prank me. She says that I am perfect the way I am, but I do 
disagree with them 
when I am melancholic. I don’t understand why god made me this way, but grandma says that 
often the ones with the gift of sight, tend to stray away from the path of light and drift into the 
darkness for all eternity. I know I can’t do anything about it. But, I do believe in miracles and 
will always hope for one. I wish I could dream and imagine the world like everyone does. I wish 
I could see the world too.

Dear Diary

27 
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Art Journal
Juvairiah Khan

"I'm well aware of certain things that will destroy a man like me 
But with that said give me one more, higher 

Another one to take the sting away 
I am happy on my own, so here I'll stay 

Save your lovin' arms for a rainy day 
And I'll find comfort in my pain Eraser” 

 
- Edward Christopher Sheeran, Eraser.
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Mad Girl's Love Song 

"I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead; 
I lift my lids and all is born again. 

(I think I made you up inside my head.) 
The stars go waltzing out in blue and red, 

And arbitrary blackness gallops in: 
I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead. 
I dreamed that you bewitched me into bed 

And sung me moon-struck, kissed me quite insane. 
(I think I made you up inside my head.) 

God topples from the sky, hell's fires fade: 
Exit seraphim and Satan's men: 

I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead. 
I fancied you'd return the way you said, 
But I grow old and I forget your name. 
(I think I made you up inside my head.) 

I should have loved a thunderbird instead; 
At least when spring comes they roar back again. 

I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead. 
(I think I made you up inside my head.)" 

- Sylvia Plath.

29 
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Madness
Zoya Azmi

We are all Mad here!



SUBMISSIONS
Contributors: 

Zainab Wahab 
Trevor Kaiser Allred 

Adil Kashaf 
Hassan Saeed 
Shreyashi Tiwari 

Shahin Tarannun
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Gardenias
Trevor Kaiser 

AllredI. 
Waves crash, return 

blue and white 
kiss and spray 

into morning dreams. 

The room,  
half lit through 

half pulled curtains. 

Soft hazel wrapped 
around me 

II. 
She gave, 
in kisses  

and caresses, 
the voice 

of confidence. 

III. 
Like walking between portraits, 

she waters her plants. 
I admire from the kitchen. 

IV. 
Rope frays at the knot: 

“Please, don’t go” 

V. 
The fragrance of gardenias  

returns me  

I breathe in  
and hold  

32 
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Zainab Wahab

In this chauvinism friendly world, raise your daughters, not as maidens, but as 
knights. 
Prepare them for all fights, be it customs or marital life. The battles that their 
mothers and grandmothers had in mind but not in words, bring that battle into 
act and rise. 
Educate them. Make them wear knowledge as their cape to to be fearless on the 
unknown path of life but develop them enough to realise the fact that their 

existence is a matter of pride. 
Guide them more, criticise them less. Inspire them 

more, brutalise a little less. 
Break old chains and teach them how to fly. Let them 
persevere and carve their way on their own sometimes, 

because maybe if they only follow you, they become as 
successful as you are but who knows if they follow their 
hearts, they reach the heights you still haven't found! 

Plant seeds of passion in their hearts and do not be 
afraid to send them to battlefields. Teach them to 
shield themselves with armour of grace and courage, 
and do not forget to tell that knowledge is the source 
that brings bravery to life. 
Oh yes! But above all, believe in them, not in what the 
society teaches and is traditionally taught.

e Modern 
Knights



Munsiari, Uarakhand
Adil Kashaf





Iusion of Time

36 

Hassan Saeed

She was not like any ordinary human 
Nor was she an angel, 

She was something  
Beyond anyone's desires. 

She was strong like a pine. 
She was soft like slime. 

With her strengths she doesn't want  
To prove her worth to anyone, 

She was simply refreshing like an 
Old monk wine. 

And then, 
Our hand met for the first time! 

Oh my Lord! 
Everything Slows, 
Everything Halts. 

Suddenly the hour looks like a  
Song and Dance that you always  

wanted to do. 
Suddenly  blood transforms into 

Ruby Red Wine. 

And then with the flicker of Light, 
I find myself, as though I never existed. 

Now, all I want is you and your 
Gentle touch.



This has been bothering me for a while now. I guess, at some sub-conscious level, it bothers you as 
well.  
And this forces me to ask the next consequent question: Why is light good? 
Light is good because it provides our vision with something to see. 
But, have you ever thought that there could be something such as ‘seeing too much’- the concept 
of ‘Blinding Light’ if you may?! 
In the famous cartoon ‘Hercules’, Zeus lives on the white heavenly cloud mountains with shiny 
bright halls and palaces while Hades on the other hand lives underground in the dark tunnels 
doing all the wrong things and creating disharmony and disorder. 
Maybe, the power-of-sight affects this basic concept way too much and I might just be wasting my 
time trying to figure out a meaning which doesn’t even exist behind this pursuit. However, it tinges 
me to think again, as I try to calm myself down in this ‘too loud’ and ‘too opinionated’ world.  
Of course, Technology is a boon! But, have you not felt that the blue and green lights on your 
mobile screen just takes away from the calm that you are supposed to feel every night when you go 
to sleep? That the continuous banter of opinions and the excessive flow of information, most of 
which goes unchecked and hence are falsified, doctored in nature, has an effect on our mind. Even 
though you might dismiss it as something ridiculous, the mere acknowledgement of this fact, 
registers itself somewhere deeper in your sub-conscious and without realising, shapes your very life 
and its important decisions you make! The irony that our lives have become further forces us to 
adopt a mask of sarcasm to find humour every day. The light it seems has become too bright for us 
to have a moment and see for ourselves. For when we dim it down, we realise that it is not like 
Zeus did everything right as we were told. We realise that there still exists a world behind all those 
shiny glass buildings, glossy faces and filters, which, whether you want to acknowledge or not, is as 
much your responsibility to mend as it is mine.  
Maybe, darkness is the calm we need right now from all the lights which have become too flashy 
and are making us ignorant to everything important that we should be caring 

about. Someone wise once said, “Since as human beings we have 
been blessed with the powers of rationality, we have to realise we 
can do so much better than this.” Well, so much better! 
Indeed, it is high time we give darkness a chance to calm those 

overworked senses and think, achieve something such that a day 
comes when we do not have to consider and portray something so 

important like ‘darkness’ as something bad.  
Nox! 

Shreyashi Tiwari

Why Is Darkness 
Bad?
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Painting Dreams
Shahin Tarannun



Submission Guidelines 
We accept submissions of all sorts. Articles, Poetry, 
Photography, Comic Strips, Artworks, literally 
anything. We encourage all topics apart from Politics 
because it can cause conflict and we aim to spread 
positivity. 

To submit to us, send us an email on 
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com with the subject as 
SUBMISSION: *Category*. For example, if you want 
to submit an artwork, the subject will be 
SUBMISSION: Artwork. 

We promise get back to you within two weeks and if 
we cannot publish your piece in our issue, we 
guarantee a feedback. 

For queries, contact us: 
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com 

Check out our Blog: 
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com 

Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine
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Thank you for believing in us!

For details or queries, contact us:

contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com

Blog:
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
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